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Learn all about who we are, where we began, and how our investment approach puts
some of the world's leading investment managers to work for you.
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Solutions for financial professionals

Introducing RISERI, an advisor-centric experience providing premium investment and business
solutions.
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Recent blog postsRecent blog posts

Hear from our experts on the issues our clients careHear from our experts on the issues our clients care
aboutabout

Solutions for institutional
investors

Discover investment possibilities that support your long-term goals and open up a world of
potential.

Institutional overview



Russia invades Ukraine. What does this mean for investors?Russia invades Ukraine. What does this mean for investors?

Our assessment of the potential implications of the Russian invasion of Ukraine for investors.

Tackling the diversity data challengeTackling the diversity data challenge

Good Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) practices are a sign of well-run teams and can lead to better investment
outcomes. Asset managers must find new ways to incorporate this emerging priority into their decisions.  
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Cryptocurrency and investor portfolios: Is an allocation warranted?Cryptocurrency and investor portfolios: Is an allocation warranted?

A discussion of the case for investing in cryptocurrency, including guidelines for investors to consider as well as key risks.

Key investment watchpoints amid the Russia-Ukraine crisisKey investment watchpoints amid the Russia-Ukraine crisis

Our main takeaways for investors as tensions intensify between Russia and Ukraine.

Not That '70s Show: Why today’s inflation pales in comparison to theNot That '70s Show: Why today’s inflation pales in comparison to the
pastpast
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Key reasons why we believe today's inflationary environment is very different from the inflation spiral of the 1970s.

The rise of the meme investorThe rise of the meme investor

Markets these days feel like a popularity contest. As an advisor, how do you work with the next generation of investors
who have grown up on the internet, social media and reality TV? We have some ideas.
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2022 Global Market Outlook: The great moderation2022 Global Market Outlook: The great moderation

Global economic growth will be slower but still above trend in 2022. This forecast should allow equities to
outperform bonds. Inflation has yet to peak, but it will likely decline over the year and as a result any
central bank tightening will be modest.

Read the Global Market Outlook

2022 Global Market Outlook: The great moderation2022 Global Market Outlook: The great moderation

Global economic growth will be slower but still above trend in 2022. This forecast should allow equities to
outperform bonds. Inflation has yet to peak, but it will likely decline over the year and as a result any
central bank tightening will be modest.

Read the Global Market Outlook
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2021 Annual ESG Manager Survey2021 Annual ESG Manager Survey
The annual survey has evolved over the years, enabling deeper insights into trends and into how attitudes
toward responsible investing have changed since it launched in 2015. The results from our 2021 survey
indicate that there is an amplified focus on climate risk and a strong commitment to reaching net zero
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.

Survey
summary  

Request the full
paper

We are a leading global investment solutions partner, We are a leading global investment solutions partner, 
dedicated to improving people's financial security.dedicated to improving people's financial security.
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Our peopleOur people

We are passionate about exceeding client expectations.

Learn about our
people

Investment processInvestment process

We use a three step approach to guide successful multi-asset portfolio management.

Our investment
approach

Responsible investingResponsible investing

Reflecting what matters most to you and your investment goals through a robust, integrated
process.

Our approach to ESG
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Any opinion expressed is that of Russell Investments, is not a statement of fact, is subject to change and does not constitute

SnapshotSnapshot

Our investment approach is designed to help you achieve your goals.

Download our at-a-
glance

InsightsInsights

We provide up-to-date insights from our experts' views on global trends.

Tap into our
insights

BlogBlog

We provide up-to-date insights from our experts' views on global markets and investment
trends.

Subscribe to our
blog

Compliance with U.S. Executive Order 13959Compliance with U.S. Executive Order 13959

On June 3, 2021 President Biden signed an Executive Order to further address the ongoing national
emergency declared in E.O. 13959 “Addressing the Threat from Securities Investments that FinanceAddressing the Threat from Securities Investments that Finance
Certain Companies of the People's Republic of ChinaCertain Companies of the People's Republic of China” and related FAQsFAQs. The E.O. addresses the
threat posed by the military-industrial complex of the People's Republic of China (PRC) and its
involvement in military, intelligence, and security research and development programs, and weapons
and related equipment production under the PRC's Military-Civil Fusion strategy. The E.O of June 3,
2021 amends E.O 13959 and restricts the purchase or sale of any publicly traded securities, or any
publicly traded securities that are derivative of such securities or are designed to provide investment
exposure to such securities, of any person listed in the Annex to the order. We have taken steps as
required to comply with the Order to the best of our knowledge and belief. We continue to monitor
this matter to assess any potential impact or actions needed, as facts and circumstances continue to
evolve.
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investment advice.

The value of investments and the income from them can fall as well as rise and is not guaranteed. You may not get back
the amount originally invested.

Please refer to the prospectus of the relevant [UCITS or AIF or EuSEF or EuVECA] and/or Information document of the
relevant [AIF/EuSEF/EuVECA], and (where relevant) to the [KIID/KID] before making any final investment decisions.
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Listen to a Podcast

Subscribe to the blog
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